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1. INTRODUCTION
Water has a strong influence on people’s preferences for landscapes and this paper provides
a summary of this influence as derived from the author’s studies. The paper commences with
a summary of the Community Preferences Method which the author has developed and
applied in numerous studies in Australia and in Britain. It summarises the findings from the
author’s comprehensive study of the River Murray in South Australia and then summarises
the literature on the influence of water on people’s landscape preferences, focusing
particularly on rivers. Finally, Virginia’ Scenic Rivers program is reviewed and directions are
suggested.
2. COMMUNITY PREFERENCES METHOD

Figure 1 Community Preferences Method
Although scenic quality is a subjective phenomenon gained through our senses, it can be
measured objectively through participant surveys. The method that the author has developed
involves using community preferences to measure scenic quality and, through analyzing the
results, understanding the influence of various components such as water on scenic quality
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(Figure 1). The method also enables scenic quality to be mapped at a regional scale and can
be used to assess the likely visual impact of planned developments such as wind farms or
dams on rivers.
The method provides a structured way of quantifying the community’s scenic quality
preferences. The author has applied the method in over a dozen projects in Australia and
Britain.
3. OVERALL INFLUENCE OF WATER ON SCENIC QUALITY
My studies have compared the rating of scenic quality with and without water being present.
Unless it is discolored or polluted, the presence of water always increases the scenic quality
of a landscape by a sizeable amount. Table 1 summarises the average ratings of scenes with
and without water in seven studies. It shows that the average increase in ratings due to the
presence of water is 22.9% which is a substantial increase.
Table 1 Ratings of scenes with and without water
Study
PhD Thesis all scenes
PhD major river
PhD small reservoirs
River Murray
Large lake with flat land
Long, narrow estuary
Mt Lofty Ranges
Lake District water
Average

Scenes with
water
6.82
6.15
6.06
6.32
5.96
6.80
7.05
7.65
6.54

Scenes without
water
5.31
5.18
5.21
4.43
4.81
4.50
5.56
5.73
5.02

Difference
1.51
0.97
0.85
1.89
1.15
2.30
1.49
1.92
1.51

%
Difference
22.14%
15.80%
14.03%
29.91%
19.30%
33.82%
21.17%
25.10%
22.87%

4. FINDINGS FROM THE RIVER MURRAY PROJECT
The River Murray is Australia’s longest river and, together with its tributaries, its catchment
covers one seventh of the continent, covering five States and Territories (Figure 1). The River
Murray is 1,558 miles in length. By comparison, the Mississippi is 2,320 miles.

Figure 2 River Murray and tributaries
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The study of the River Murray in South Australia was the most comprehensive examination of
a river landscape that I have undertaken (Lothian, 2007). In South Australia, the River Murray
comprises three parts, the river proper which extends 400 miles, it then disgorges into an
extensive system of large shallow lakes (120 square miles) (Figure 3). Extending from the
lakes is an estuarine feature adjacent to the ocean named the Coorong, which is narrow but
long (80 miles) lined by sand dunes to the sea.

Location of South Australia

Figure 3 River Murray in South
Australia
The survey in 2006 was completed by 1,673 respondents. Overall, the survey found that
scenic quality was enhanced by the presence of water, tall dense stands of native trees and
high sheer cliffs. Water reflections, evening light, and wildlife further enhanced scenic quality.
Dairy flats, bare areas, and samphire swamps rated poorly. Dead, drowned and dying trees
diminished scenic quality. The Lakes rated low because of the surrounding flat terrain and
lack of trees. The Coorong rated higher, the ratings strongly influenced by its tranquility and
naturalness.
The following details these findings. Ratings ranged from a low of 3.20 to a high of 8.37, a
range of 5.17 which is quite large for surveys of this kind.

Lowest rated scene. Rating 3.20

Highest rated scene. Rating 8.37
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The scenic quality of scenes was rated on a 1 (low) – 10 (high) scale which provides sufficient
discrimination across the scale. My experience is that participants find it easy to rate scenes on
this scale. In contrast, the various components of the landscape such as land forms, trees and
water were scored on a 1 (low) – 5 (high) scale, a smaller scale partly to separate it from the
scenic quality rating, but also because I have found a 5-point scale provides sufficient
discrimination of these components.
The following components were scored.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water: colour, river reflections, water bodies on the floodplain, water and wildlife, River,
Lakes, Coorong.
Land form: cliffs, high & sheer cliffs through to low & sloping cliffs.
Vegetation: tree health, tall & dense trees, tall & open trees, moderate height trees, low trees,
dead trees, drowned trees.
Tranquility – Awe inspiring: tranquil scenes scored 1 – 2, awe inspiring scenes scored 4 – 5.
Visual naturalness (i.e. absence of presence of humans or artefacts): influence on scenes of
water, land forms, trees.
Visual diversity (the busyness of the scene – variations in land forms, land cover, water,
color, etc).
Wildlife: presence of waterfowl.

Water component
Of the total 120 scenes in the survey, 102 contained water (including Lakes & Coorong). As
summarised in Table 2, the difference for the scenes along the River was 2.32, and the
difference was statistically significant (all of the subsequent statistics are also significantly
different).
Table 2 Influence of the presence of water on scenic ratings – River Murray
Category
Water
No water

Scenes
72
12

Mean
6.49
4.17

Rating

Figure 4 shows the ratings and the water scores of the 84 scenes of the River Murray (excluding
Lakes and Coorong). A high water score, 4 or 5, indicates that water is very dominant in the
scene compared with a low water score, 1 or 2, which indicates that water is not very evident in
the scene. The Figure clearly shows that ratings increase with the water score; the trend line
indicates the ratings increase by 0.36 for each unit increase in the water score or 1.8 over 5 units.
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Trend line: y = 0.36x + 5.40, R2 = 0.10
Figure 4 River Murray water scores vs ratings
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Low water score 1.89, rating 4.89

High water score 4.26, rating 7.75

River reflections
One of the attractive features of river scenes are the reflections of trees and cliffs that occurs on
the water when the river is smooth, generally early in the morning or in the late afternoon. This is
a transient effect which occurs anywhere on the River.

Good river reflections Rating 7.50

Fair river reflections Rating 7.08

The presence of reflections was classified as either good reflections being mirror-like, or fair
reflections where the water was ruffled. Table 3 summarises the means for these together with
other scenes with water but in which no reflections were present. Any reflections are better than
none; compared with scenes without reflections, good reflections lifted ratings by nearly 1.1 and
fair reflections by 0.95.
Table 3 Influence of river reflections on scenic ratings
Category
Good reflections
Fair reflections
No reflections

Scenes
15
12
57

Mean
6.91
6.78
5.83

Visual Diversity
The visual diversity or variety of the landscape is often an important component in generating
scenic attractiveness. Visual diversity is the busyness of the scene, the combination of its
land forms, land cover (trees and other vegetation), land use, presence of water, colors and
textures. In a river context it is all of these plus the characteristics of the river itself – fast or
slow flowing, wide or narrow, rapids or smooth, shallow or deep, clear or turbid.
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Dairy flats adjacent to river. Rating 3.67
Low diversity score 1.55 – uniformly flat,
little vegetation, uniform land use

River cliffs Rating 6.61
High diversity score 4.47 – variations in color,
texture, vegetation, land form and water

Figure 5 shows the strong relationship between visual diversity and rating. For every unit
increase in the visual diversity score, ratings increased by 1.17, or 5.85 over the 5 units. This
was the strongest influence of any of the components assessed.
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Trend line: y = 1.17x + 2.63, R2 = 0.41
Figure 5 Influence of visual diversity on scenic ratings
Using the algorithm for visual diversity enables the scenic quality of a landscape to be
assessed. Table 4 shows the ratings that would be derived from the algorithm. Assessing the
visual diversity of a landscape can provide a short cut way of deriving its scenic quality.
Table 4 Application of visual diversity algorithm
Diversity score
Scenic Rating
1
3.81
2
4.98
3
6.15
4
7.32
5
8.49
Based on y = 1.17x + 2.63
Naturalness
Along with visual diversity, the visual naturalness of the landscape is often an important
contributor to its scenic quality. This is not necessarily its ecological naturalness but rather its
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appearance to a lay person as natural. Naturalness involves the absence of human presence
or human artefacts such as buildings, fences, farm animals, planted forests and infrastructure.

High naturalness score 4.75. Rating 7.07

Low naturalness score 1.9. Rating 5.17

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the naturalness of the river landscape and the
scenic quality ratings. With many of the scenes scoring between 4 and 5 it is evident that the
river has a largely natural appearance.
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Trend line: y = 0.79x + 2.95, R2 = 0.23
Figure 6 Influence of naturalness on scenic ratings
Using the algorithm for naturalness enables the scenic quality of a landscape to be assessed.
Table 5 shows the ratings that would be derived from the algorithm. Assessing the
naturalness of a landscape can provide a short cut way of deriving its scenic quality.
Table 5 Application of naturalness algorithm
Score
Scenic Rating
1
3.74
2
4.53
3
5.32
4
6.11
5
6.90
Based on y = 0.79x + 2.95
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Land cover
The trees, shrubs and other vegetation clothe the land and provide much of the character and
scenic appeal of the landscape. Land cover is a major contributor to the naturalness of the
landscape. Table 6 indicates that the presence of trees in the landscape lifts ratings by nearly
two units which is a very substantial contribution.
Table 6 Influence of trees on scenic ratings
Category
Trees
No trees

Scenes
70
14

Mean
6.48
4.52

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the score for trees and the scenic quality rating of
the landscape. Ratings increase by 0.29 for each unit increase in the tree score.
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Trend line: y = 0.29x + 5.62, R2 = 0.06
Figure 7 Influence of trees on scenic ratings

Moderate height dense trees Rating 6.67

Tall trees along cliffs Rating 6.89
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River box trees Rating 5.91

Mallee trees Rating 5.27

The trees along the River Murray may be classified by their height and density. Table 7 and
Figure 8 indicate that ratings increase with increasing tree height and density.
7

Mean score

Mean rating
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Rating

5
4
3
2
1
Low dense
trees

Moderate ht.
open red
gums

Moderate ht. Tall open red Tall dense red
dense red
gums
gums
gums

Note: Only part of scale shown
Figure 8 Influence of tree height and density on scenic quality ratings
Table 7 Influence of tree height and density on scenic quality ratings
Category
Low dense trees
Moderate height open red gums
Moderate height dense red gums
Tall open red gums
Tall dense red gums

Scenes
1
15
3
21
8

Mean rating
5.33
6.24
6.36
6.69
6.97

Mean tree score
1.55
2.68
3.03
3.57
4.03

A factor affecting the rating of trees was their health. Some of the scenes included unhealthy
or dead trees. In addition, some were drowned by the higher river level when barrages and
locks were built in the 1930s. Table 8 and Figure 9 show the ratings of these trees which were
appreciably lower than the healthy trees.
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Table 8 Influence of tree health on scenic quality ratings
Category
Dead
Drowned
Unhealthy
Healthy
NA

Scenes
9
1
5
65
4

Mean rating
4.46
5.20
5.29
6.46
6.30

7
6

Rating

5
4
3
2
1
Dead

Drowned

Unhealthy

Healthy

Figure 9 Influence of tree health on scenic quality ratings

Dead trees Rating 3.75

Unhealthy trees Rating 4.78

Cliffs
For about two thirds of its length in South Australia, the River Murray is lined by steep
limestone cliffs which contribute significantly to its character and attractiveness, particularly
under different light. The presence of cliffs lifts ratings by nearly one unit (Table 9). Figure 10
cover only scenes with cliffs and the trend line indicates that the presence of cliffs lifts ratings
by 0.70 for every unit increase in the cliff score.
Table 9 Influence of cliffs on scenic ratings of the River
Category
Cliffs
No cliffs

Scenes
31
53

Mean
6.76
5.80
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Rating

Cliffs with afternoon light Rating 7.64

Cliffs with evening light Rating 8.37
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Trend line: y = 0.70x + 4.39, R2 = 0.45
Figure 10 Influence of cliffs on scenic quality ratings
The ratings of scenes with cliffs are increased with their height and steepness as shown by
Table 10 and Figure 11. For high cliffs, changing the slope from sloping to sheer increased
the ratings by 0.42.
Table 10 Influence of height and steepness of cliffs on scenic quality ratings
Category
High, sheer
Moderate, sheer
High, sloping
Moderate, sloping

Scenes
10
6
5
1

Mean
7.31
7.09
6.90
4.89

10
9

Rating

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
High, sheer

Moderate, sheer

High, sloping

Moderate, sloping

Figure 11 Influence of height and steepness of cliffs on scenic quality ratings
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High sheer bare cliff Rating 7.21

High sloping cliff Rating 6.38

Tranquility – Awe inspiring
Many landscapes engender feelings of tranquility or are awe-inspiring. Occasionally
landscapes, particularly river scenes, engender both tranquility and awe. For example, the
following scene of high sheer cliffs lining the river can engender awe because of the cliffs,
while the calm river beneath creates a sense of tranquility.

Scene with both tranquil and awe-inspiring qualities
Respondents scoring the scenes were instructed to score tranquility either 1 or 2 and to score
awe inspiring either 4 or 5. The middle ‘3’ number was for scenes which elicited neither tranquility
nor awe.
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Trend line: y =1.07x2 – 5.88x + 13.70
Figure 12 Influence of tranquility and awe on scenic quality rating
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While Figure 12 shows a block of scenes rated in the middle, many scenes elicited tranquil or
awe-inspiring responses. The scenes were skewed more towards the tranquil end of the scale
than the awe end and this is probably typical for river landscapes.

Score 1.58 Rating 6.67 Highly tranquil

Score 4.05, Rating 6.95 Highly awe-inspiring

Assuming the scores 1.5 to 2.5 represented the tranquil scenes and the scores 3.5 to 4.5 the
awe-inspiring scenes, the difference in means of 0.95 (Table 11).
Table 11 Tranquility – awe rating means
Category
Tranquil
Awe

Range
1.5 – 2.5
3.5 – 4.5

Scenes
35
15

Mean
6.34
7.29

Wildlife
It has been established from other studies that the presence of wildlife has a small but
positive influence on ratings (Hull & McCarthy, 1988; Schroeder, 1991). The same occurred
on the River Murray. Only four scenes included wildlife but they rated 0.84 higher than the
rest of scenes without wildlife (Table 12).
Table 12 Influence of wildlife on scenic quality ratings
Category
Wildlife
No wildlife

Pelicans on R. Murray Rating 7.35

Scenes
4
80

Mean
6.96
6.12

Birds flying over River Murray Rating 7.44
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Modelling scenic quality components
Multiple regression analysis provided the means by which the key landscape characteristics and
factors which contribute to scenic quality can be quantified.
The factors that had been scored (e.g. cliffs, trees, water, naturalness, diversity) provide the
independent variables and the scenic quality ratings provide the dependent variable. It is
assumed that the scenic ratings are dependent on the various components that have been
scored. Multiple regression enables this assumption to be tested. It quantifies the influence of
each variable on scenic quality.
As well as providing insights into the factors which influence scenic quality and their respective
strengths, the models can also be used to indicate the scenic quality of a scene that has not been
previously rated. By scoring the relevant factors and entering these into the model, the scenic
rating of the scene can be derived.
For the River Murray scenes, Table 13 shows the details of the model derived, excluding the river
reflections and wildlife components which are transient components. It indicates that visual
diversity and cliffs are the strongest influencers followed by naturalness, water and trees.
Tranquility was a negative factor. This model has a high correlation coefficient of 0.85 which
means that it explains over 85% of the variance in the River Murray scenes. The high figure
indicates that the model includes most of the factors influencing scenic quality.
Table 13 River Murray Model 1
Factors
R2
Equation
Significance

Diversity, cliffs, water, naturalness, trees, tree health, tranquility
0.852
Y = 1.811 + 0.469 cliffs + 0.463 diversity + 0.303 tree health +
0.263 natural + 0.255 water + 0.166 trees – 0.436 tranquility
F = 66.8, df 7, 88, p = 0.000

Multiple regression allows a selection of components in the model. Model 3 considers four
factors: Trees, water, naturalness, diversity.
Table 14 River Murray Model 3
Factors
R2
Equation
Significance

Trees, water, naturalness, diversity
0.68
Y = 1.26 + 0.62 diversity + 0.42 naturalness + 0.39 water +
0.13 trees
F = 44.44, df 4, 84, p < 0.000

Model 4 reduces the factors to just one factor, diversity, which, according to the correlation
coefficient explains 44% of the variance in the River Murray scenes.
Table 15 River Murray Model 4
Factor
R2
Equation
Significance

Diversity
0.44
Y = 2.649 + 1.183 diversity
F = 68.5, df 1, 88, p = 0.000
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In summary, the model for the River Murray scenes used seven factors and achieved over 85%
predictive capacity. Respectable results were also obtained from a model using only three
factors, water, diversity and tree health.
A similar method could be applied to urban environments, by having people rate the
attractiveness of the area and then having them score relevant factors such as building heights,
character, density, materials, variety and color. Providing realistic images of various building and
layout options would enable the highest rated option to be identified and analysis of its
components would provide understanding of why it is so. A similar approach could be applied to
different landscape treatments of an area.
Mapping scenic quality
Mapping scenic quality of the River Murray involved a three-stage process.
Firstly, generic ratings for each of the characteristics were derived. For example, cliffs occurred
as sheer or sloping, of high, moderate or low height, and with or without trees.
Secondly, a series of generic cross-sections of the River valley were developed covering the
range of environments present. These indicated the ratings for each characteristic within the
cross-section.
Thirdly, ratings were mapped digitally using GIS.
Tables 16, 17 and 18 summarise the generic means for characteristics of the floodplain including
trees and cliffs adjacent to the floodplain.
Table 16 Cliff rating matrix

Height
High
Moderate
Low

Sheer cliffs
Trees Barren
7.0
7.4
7.0
7.2
6.2
6.5

Sloping
6.9
6.4
5.8

Table 17 Tree ratings
Category
Tall dense red gums
Tall open red gums
Mod. Dense red gums
Mod. Open red gums
River box species
Mallee species
Willow species
Dead trees
Unhealthy trees
Drowned trees

Mean
6.3
6.1
6.1
6.0
5.6
5.1
5.6
3.6
4.8
4.9

Table 18 Floodplain ratings
Category
Anabranches & lagoons
Lakes

Mean
6.3
5.6
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River
Islands
Reeds & rushes
Dairy flats
Scalds and bald areas

6.7
6.7
5.9
4.5
3.5

Scenes of the River rated around 6.7. The floodplain proper ranged from 6.3 along anabranches
and lagoons to 5.6 for the more extensive but treeless lakes.
Figure 13 shows one of the generic cross-sections for the Chowilla section of the river.

Figure 13 Chowilla floodplain cross-section with generic ratings

Scenes of the Chowilla floodplain
Based on the derivation of generic ratings, the cross-sections for the various parts of the River
and the application to GIS via data sets, a map of scenic quality for the region was generated.
Overall scenic quality was high in the Riverland and the trench section of the River until the dairy
flats in the lower river where it diminished markedly.
The key elements in generating high scenic quality were the River and the presence of cliffs and
trees. In the upper river, the cliffs are impressive but scattered, however thick forests of tall red
gums together with the broad river produced extensive areas of high scenic quality.
In the section lined by cliffs there are many areas in which the River lies at the foot of sheer cliffs
and is lined by tall red gum trees; these were concentrated areas of high scenic quality. Along the
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lower river, the dairy flats appear and as the cliffs and trees are largely absent, scenic quality
suffered.
Figure 14 illustrates the scenic quality ratings for the Chowilla section of the River Murray.

Figure 14 Chowilla scenic quality ratings
Summary
The Community Preferences Method was applied to assess the scenic quality of the River
Murray in South Australia, part of Australia’s longest river. The survey of nearly 1,700
respondents rated scenes of the River Murray and also scored nine scenic components –
water & river reflections, visual diversity, naturalness, land cover, cliffs, tranquility and awe,
and wildlife. Analysis of the ratings together with the component scores enabled their
contribution of the region’s scenic quality to be quantified and then modelled with multiple
regression analysis. Finally, based on the findings of the study, the scenic quality of the
region was mapped.
5. RESEARCH OF THE SCENIC VALUE OF WATER AND RIVERS
Extensive research has been conducted on the scenic value of water and rivers in particular
and some of this is summarised here. Further information is available on my website:
www.scenicsolutions.world and my book, the Science of Scenery (Lothian, 2017).
In Kentucky, Calvin & Dearinger (1972) used the semantic differential technique and factor
analysis to analyze responses to photographs of landscapes, including several that
incorporated water. Figure 15 summarizes the attribute scores of each scene for the natural
scenic beauty factor and indicates that those with water were among the highest positively
scoring scenes, although algae in streams was regarded negatively.
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Algae in stream
River meanders
River valley
Frozen creek
Mountain - conical
Mountains & mist
Stream & trees
Mountain - flat
Rapids
Falls
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Attribute score

Calvin & Dearinger, 1972; Note: Factor scores signs reversed to correspond with positive &
negative perception of scenes.
Figure 15 Scores for landscape scenes
Palmer (1978) reported the results of an extensive landscape research project in Connecticut
River valley led by the late Ervin Zube. The study identified 22 landscape dimensions,
including water/land edge density per unit area and percentage water area per unit area.
Scenic value was found to increase with water/land edges (0.42). Findings related to specific
land uses included:
•

•

•

Farm landscapes - water area density had a major negative influence, suggesting that
farm views dominated by large areas of water were not as scenic as those with smaller
areas or water accents.
Open water landscapes - scenic value increased with water/land edge and decreased as
the proportion of water surface area increased. An elevated viewer position, increased
difference between elevations within the view, and increased naturalism contributed to
scenic quality.
Wetlands and streams landscapes - scenic value increased with naturalness.

Connecticut River valley
Dearinger (1979) found from a study of streams in Kentucky that moving water in waterfalls
and rapids was preferred over still water.
A definitive study of water preferences was undertaken by Herzog (1985). Using factor
analysis of preference ratings, he identified four waterscape types: mountain waterscapes;
swampy areas; rivers, lakes and ponds; and large bodies of water. Based on Stephen
Kaplan’s theories of information processing, the study used as predictor variables (Kaplan &
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Kaplan, 1989): spaciousness, texture, coherence, complexity, mystery, and identifiability with
preference used as a criterion variable (Figure 16). These indicate that:
Mountain waterscapes were distinguished by low textures;
Swampy areas were distinguished by low spaciousness;
Rivers, lakes & ponds were distinguished by high identifiability;
Large water bodies were distinguished by spaciousness, texture and coherence but were
low in complexity and mystery.

•
•
•
•

5

Rating (5 pt scale)

Spaciousness

Texture

Coherence

Complexity

Mystery

Identifiability

4
3
2
1
0
Mountain waterscapes

Swampy areas

Rivers, lakes & ponds

Large water bodies

Herzog, 1985
Figure 16 Rating of waterscapes by variables
In terms of content, Herzog found that “mountain lakes and rushing water are the people’s
choice, whereas swampy areas are unlikely ever to attract an enthusiastic following”. In terms
of predictor variables, the most preferred waterscapes were high in spaciousness, coherence
and mystery but low in texture. Large water bodies and mountain waterscapes, both high in
spaciousness were the most preferred while swampy areas are lowest in this variable and in
preference.
A study by Brown and Daniel (1991) in Colorado using videos of moving water found that the
rating of scenic attractiveness rose with water flow up to around 1,300 cubic feet per second
(36 m3/s) and then diminished as flow increased (Figure 17).
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Brown and Daniel, 1991
Figure 17 Influence of river flow on scenic beauty
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The peak viewing time thus corresponded with two short periods annually, occurring during
the rising and falling waters of the late spring peak runoff. The finding was consistent across a
wide range of vegetation, topographic and scene compositions.
A later study included the sound of water and replicated the same peaking of preferences
(Hetherington, Daniel & Brown, 1993).
These scenic quality estimates corresponded with the findings of economic studies using
people’s willingness-to-pay (WTP) for the maintenance of in-stream flow levels. The WTP
rose to a point of flow and then decreased as flow increased.

Visual preference

In a study of the iconic Blue Ridge Parkway in the southern Appalachians which has views
stretching out over ridges upon ridges, Hammitt et al (1994) found the highest visual
preferences were for water bodies – ponds, lakes, streams and rivers (Figure 18).
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Hammit et al, 1994
Figure 18 Visual preferences Blue Ridge Parkway, Southern Appalachians

www.usatoday.com

Blue Ridge Parkway

Schroeder (1991) analyzed the meaning that the Morton Arboretum in Chicago had for its
many visitors. The Arboretum includes many water features - lake, pond, stream and river.
These, together with the forest and colors were the most frequently mentioned features.
Serenity was a word used to describe places with water. He wrote, the “ability of trees, other
vegetation, and bodies of water to function as ‘natural tranquilizers’ may be one of the most
significant human benefits of preserving nature...”
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www.mortonarb.org

Morton Arboretum, Chicago

In their study of the Nigerian city of Warri, Choker and Mene (1992) found that, in natural
scenes, the most preferred landscape was “a natural river or water scenery with a
surrounding natural and well-preserved tropical rainforest vegetation.” The presence of water
and a river was, after trees and flowers, the most important determinant of landscape quality,
although dirty water or waterlogged conditions were regarded negatively.
In Hampshire, England, Gregory and Davis (1993) identified 22 factors that affected the
scenic quality of riverscapes, some positively and some negatively. Scenic attractiveness was
increased by the proportion of trees in the photograph, the number of tree trunks and the
depth of water. Conversely, water color, channelization of the bank, percentage riverbank, the
sinuosity of the channel, and amount of litter decreased scenic quality. Their regression
equation for the scenic preferences of riverscapes indicated that nearly 90% of the average
scenic preference variation could be attributed to the water color, the stability of the channel
banks and the average depth of water.

englandforever.org

A river in England

Using tape recorders and visitor photography, Hull & Stewart (1995) surveyed trail users on
the views they encountered in the White River National Forest near Aspen, Colorado.
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All trails

White River National Forest

Feeling states were recorded by participants en route and were classified thus: beauty,
satisfied, relaxed, and excited. Figure 19 summarizes the average rating of these and
indicates that the water bodies contributed most in terms of beauty and were also rated high
for satisfaction and relaxation. However, the water bodies ranked low for excitement - which
probably reflects the placid types of lake and river encountered.
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Beauty

Satisfied

Relaxed

Excited

Score (7 pt scale)

6
5
4
3
2
1
Lake & river

Trail & rocks

Trees

Mountains & valley

Hull & Stewart, 1995
Figure 19 Feeling states along trails, White River National Forest
Wilson et al, (1995) reported in Hamilton, Canada, that respondents found that the ratings of
water were affected by rubbish, aquatic vegetation, surface foam, a sign of health warning,
and a distant industrial backdrop.
Nasar and Li (2004) researched the effect of water reflection on preferences. Using models of
small ponds, two with water and two with glass with reflected views (i.e. across the water
surface) or transparent views (i.e. to the pond bottom) they asked 60 participants to rate the
attractiveness of each. They found, not surprisingly, that participants preferred water to glass,
and they also found reflective views more attractive than transparent views (Figure 20).
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Figure 20 Preferences for reflections from water
Tunstall et al, (2004) gave cameras to 150 children age 9 – 11 in London and took them to
two rivers to take photographs and to record what they thought about them. Over 500 photos
were taken. The children focused more on the river environment rather than the rivers
themselves which accounted for only 16% of the photos and comments. This may be
because the rivers were regarded somewhat negatively, being littered and polluted, with 52%
making critical comments and only 29% were positive. Some showed “an aesthetic
appreciation of the broader river landscape and wide open spaces in choosing to represent
‘views’ of the rivers or flood-plain meadows.” They particularly appreciated the trees and
plants near the river, partly because they offered opportunities for play. Parts of the river were
seen to be dangerous because of steep slippery banks, and the children wanted cleaner,
safer, more accessible rivers and varied, adventurous and manipulatory play opportunities.
Figure 21 summarizes their evaluation of the rivers. It was very good for play and fairly
attractive and good for wildlife. The cleanliness of the water was poor.
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%
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Attractiveness of river Cleanliness of water
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Good for play

Tunstall et al, 2004
Figure 21 Evaluation of two London rivers by children
Pflüger et al (2010) found in a New Zealand study that preferences increased as flow
approached the mean and then declined with higher flows, similar to Brown and Daniel (1991)
earlier. Preferences were strongest when flows were ~60% of the average. Pflüger believed
that “that aesthetic quality–flow relationships will generally form these concave patterns”. They
noted that recreational value versus river flows followed a similar pattern. They explained the
concave relationship by the following observations by respondents:
•

Low aesthetic quality at low flows corresponds to exposed banks and channel areas;
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•
•

Low aesthetic quality at very high flows corresponds to turbidity and the presence of
suspended debris;
Changes in water color can over-ride water quantity as a determinate of aesthetic value, if
the color changes are distinct.

1zoom.me

New Zealand river

It is evident from the range of studies that water has a profound effect on scenic preferences.
Water thus contributes substantially to landscape quality, far beyond its area or visual
significance in the landscape would suggest.
6. VIRGINIA’S SCENIC RIVERS PROGRAM
With 49,350 miles of rivers and streams, Virginia is certainly well-endowed with water (Figure
22). Wikipedia lists 378 rivers in Virginia. Virginia is only 42,775 square miles in area so there
is over a mile of river in every square mile of land! Coming from a country, Australia, where
rivers are few and far between, you certainly have an abundance!

https://geology.com/lakes-rivers-water/virginia.shtml
Figure 22 Virginia’s Major Rivers
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Wild & Scenic Rivers
None of Virginia’s rivers have been dedicated under the US Wild & Scenic Rivers Act, 1968,
in contrast to most of its neighbouring states although the lengths so designated are short
(Table 19).
Table 19 State designations under the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act
State
River length miles
Virginia
49,350
Maryland
16,839
West Virginia
32,260
Kentucky
49,105
Tennessee
61,075
North Carolina
37,853
Total
246,482
www.rivers.gov/virginia.php

Wild & Scenic Rivers Act
0.0
0.0
10.0
19.4
45.3
144.5
219.0

% of length
0
0
0.03
0.04
0.07
0.38
0.09

Scenic Rivers Program
2020 was the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Scenic Rivers Program. Since 1970, 36
rivers amounting to 971 miles have been designated under the Virginia Scenic Rivers
Program. The total length, though impressive, however, is less than 2% of the total length of
Virginia’s rivers. The evaluation criteria include, as well as visual appeal, their water quality,
recreational access, natural and historic features. The process to recognize sections of a river
as “scenic” begins at a grassroots level.
In the early years of the program, the emphasis was on preventing dams being built on the
rivers, or to remove dams. Later the emphasis shifted to conserving the rivers and the land.
Tax breaks and grants are available for land owners and being adjacent to a designated river
can assist in obtaining these. Today the emphasis is on eco-tourism and improving the
liveability of communities so open recreational space such as rivers are very important
attractions.
Before commenting on the program, I should say that I have coordinated a major
environmental resource study of Australia’s largest river basin, the Murray-Darling Basin, and
also prepared planning policies for the section of the River Murray in South Australia. As I
have already described earlier, I carried out a major scenic quality assessment of the River
Murray in South Australia.
Review of river assessments
I have reviewed the following eight assessment reports of the Scenic Rivers program:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appomattox River Report, 1976. 6 miles.
Meherrin Scenic River Report, Brunswick County, 2005. 35 miles.
Tye Scenic River Report, Nelson County, 2014. 12.7 miles.
Pound Scenic River Report, Dickenson County and Wise County. 2019. 17 miles.
Grays Scenic River Report, Surry County, 2019. 6 miles.
James Scenic River Report, Albemarle County, Buckingham County, Fluvanna County,
and Town of Scottsville, 2019. 20 miles.
Draft Maury Scenic River, Rockbridge County Report, 2019. 19.3 miles.
Draft Staunton Scenic River Report, Charlotte County and Halifax County, 2019. 11 miles.
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Total length, 127 miles or nearly 15% of the designations under the Scenic Rivers program.
I found the reports to be comprehensive in their coverage of the river’s features and clearly
derived from on-site inspections, particularly from travelling down the river. The reports cover
thirteen components which cover most aspects of the river. The earlier reports covered only 9
components and did not include landscape which is surprising, given the program is called the
Scenic Rivers Program. Assessments now include the landscape. The comprehensive
evaluation criteria now include visual appeal, views, landscape diversity, natural vegetation,
water turbidity, recreational access, natural and historic features, quality of fishing, roads &
crossings, and rural development.
I found the reports to be essentially descriptive rather than analytical, qualitative rather than
quantitative. This is understandable given the strong community input into their designation. I
understand that data is collected on natural and historical heritage present along the river
being assessed for designation. The local community do an evaluation and through
discussion come to consensus for an agreed score for the river. Each item is scored up to 30
points and summed. The total possible score is 385 points. 217 is the threshold for
designation. If it meets this predetermined level then the river qualifies for designation and it is
up to the community to progress it through to designation.
For example, water quality of the Maury River was described as “Visibility through the water
column was clear and trash was infrequent.” The focus on turbidity and trash reflects the
emphasis on the river’s scenic qualities; both turbidity and trash would detract from these.
Other aspects of water quality such as salinity, dissolved oxygen, total dissolved solids, pH,
micro-organisms, and any industrial or chemical pollutants are monitored by the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality.
The reports focus on the river – the water between the banks, and, having been largely
derived from on-river inspections, give little information on the surrounding lands, the context
through which the rivers flow. However information about the natural and historical heritage of
the environs, up to 1000 feet of the river, is provided by the relevant departments.
A typical section on land use and ownership (Maury River) states:
“Lands along the study corridor are managed by state agencies (DCR and DGIF), VOF,
local government, and private owners. The land is largely forested, with areas dedicated
to homes, roads, and other human uses.”
Land use is very important for the river’s health and its future. What are the planning or zoning
provisions and do they allow developments to encroach on the river? Are there changes in
land use either along its route or in its upstream catchment that might affect the river? One
planning authority has applied a 300 feet buffer along the designated river. But few local
planning authorities have applied special provisions to a designated Scenic River. The
Virginia Governor recently signed a proclamation limiting floodplain development.
Although I am not suggesting that you should nominate some of Virginia’s rivers as World
Heritage it is useful to have regard to the Operational Guidelines under the World Heritage
Convention which state (UNESCO World Heritage Centre - The World Heritage Convention)
that the nomination of “areas of exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance” should:
“include areas that are essential for maintaining the beauty of the property. For example,
a property whose scenic value depends on a waterfall, would meet the conditions of
integrity if it includes adjacent catchment and downstream areas that are integrally
linked to the maintenance of the aesthetic qualities of the property.”
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A similar provision should be considered to apply to nominations under the Scenic Rivers
Program.
The sections on landscape are reproduced in the Appendix to this paper. The descriptions of
landscape in the reports focus mainly on the physical characteristics of the river, the views to
be had from it – whether nearby, middle or long distance, the water flow and rapids in the
rivers, the tree canopy that sometimes line their banks or the forested landscape on either
side, and the sounds of birds or the river flowing. Several of the recent reports mention
aesthetic value – high score for overall aesthetic appeal (Grays River), medium - high score
for having aesthetic appeal (Staunton River). This is a welcome addition.
Overall, I believe the evaluations would benefit from greater quantification, analysis and
synthesis. I suggest the aim should be to establish as comprehensive a data base as possible
for the future management of the river and its environs. This could cover aspects of the
following:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Vegetation: common species, characteristics and distribution;
River: flow data, frequency and height of floods, extent of floodplain, extent and frequency
of flood damage, periods of low flow, impoundments along the river - above or below the
nominated section and their management of flow, passage of fish past impoundments;
Human development: population along the route, details of land uses and the number and
location of housing along the route, extent and growth of vacation housing vs permanent
residents;
Quality of fishing: quantity of fish species landed, recreational vs commercial fishing;
Bird species: endemic species, migratory species, populations, trends;
Crossings: volume of vehicular traffic along neighboring roads and crossings, frequency
and details of trains;
Public recreational access: seasonal and peak numbers of canoeists and boats along
river, recreational facilities, e.g. boat ramps, playgrounds; conflicts between recreationists
– e.g. game shooters vs other boat users; trends in recreational use, issues with canoeists
(e.g. drownings);
Public lands: details of management plans for public lands along river, e.g. National
Forests, provisions relating to rivers and use, plans for impoundments;

The purpose of this is to provide a comprehensive data base for the river and place the
designations on a sound scientific and technical footing.
Future directions
Given that the program is called the Scenic Rivers Program, greater effort should be made to
assess the scenic qualities of Virginia’s rivers. The term, Scenic Rivers program, implies their
aesthetic worth as the word “scenic” is not a physical description but an aesthetic one.
Assessing its scenic quality could take two approaches:
•

Carry out a full landscape description of the landscape and its components which
contribute to its scenic quality. This could be carried out by a landscape architect.

•

Carry out a scenic quality assessment using people’s ratings of photographs of the
landscape.

Such assessments would provide a far more adequate basis for designating Scenic Rivers
while also identifying key components which contribute to their scenic quality.
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A Virginia-wide assessment of the rivers in terms of their aesthetic qualities would provide a
sound basis for future nominations. Such a survey could be at two levels:
1. A State-wide reconnaissance survey which classifies the rivers by their character –
presence of cliffs and gorges, rapids, waterfalls, lakes and impoundments, dimensions of
rivers (width, depth, sinuosity), estuaries, wetlands. From this, a broad classification of the
rivers would be derived.
2. A scenic quality survey based on photographs of the different river types identified in the
classification would then be assembled and an Internet-based survey compiled. This
would be sent to a sample of the Virginian population to assess their rating of the scenic
quality of the rivers. The results would identify the relative rating of the various rivers, their
features and characteristics. This would provide the basis for the identification of sections
of the rivers, or the whole rivers, suitable for nomination under the Scenic Rivers program.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Virginia’s Scenic Rivers Program is a nationally significant initiative and a real credit to the
government, the Department of Conservation and Recreation, and to the people of Virginia.
Further understanding of the scenic quality of all of Virginia’s rivers is suggested to strengthen
the program.
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APPENDIX: LANDSCAPE RELATED EXCERPTS FROM SCENIC RIVER REPORTS
Appomattox River 1976 (no section on landscape): Although the six-mile segment of the
Appomattox between Lake Chesdin and Petersburg is in and near densely populated urban
centers, it has maintained an almost totally primitive character…. Despite its proximity to
urban development, objectionable man-made intrusions are few. The river is bounded on both
sides throughout most of its length by steep, heavily wooded hillsides which effectively screen
the view inland from the river.
Meherrin River 2005: The Meherrin River flows through the Piedmont Plateau. It is
distinguished from some of the other piedmont rivers by not having the transitional fall-line to
the coastal plain. The subtle fall-line, which is near Emporia, is under the lake behind the
Emporia Dam. As one floats from the Lunenburg County Line, intricate meanders take one by
some surprising rock outcroppings and rock ledges. Few views outside of the river trough are
afforded anywhere along the extent due to steep cut banks. Occasionally a pasture or logged
area provides longer views out of the river trough and allows sunlight to come into the river
channel. Sweet coves and side creeks catch one’s eye, offering respite from the naturally
vegetated banks, and the curving alignment of the river keeps the experience fresh and
interesting.
Sand bars created by the meandering and side creeks show the amount of silt flowing in the
river. These bars can be natural stopping places along the route.
The landscape is moderately diverse containing a variety of interesting natural features,
especially in the western portion of the river study section. Due to the trough-like aspects of
the river and vegetative cover, almost all of the views along the river are limited to short and
intimate views of less than a quarter of a mile. The longest views are down the river and
extend up to a half-mile.
Tye River 2014: Physical description and then the following: Views along this section of the
Tye River offer a variety of landscapes, including forested hills, rock bluffs, and near the
James River confluence, open fields with views of nearby mountains. This section of the Tye
River is characterized by a forested landscape that feels remote and isolated. This is an
intimate corridor with ample canopy, which contributes to a high percentage of foreground and
middleground views.
Special Features Affecting River Aesthetics: Generous buffers and stream canopy along this
section of the Tye River contribute to a wildlife experience that is not always visual, but can be
heard. The predominant auditory experience besides the sound of water is the call of
songbirds. Periodic rapids intermixed with in-stream rock formations, bluffs, and cliffs provide
varied features along the river corridor. In addition, small islands create navigational interest
for paddlers. Lastly, the Buffalo River and several small streams flow into the Tye to further
diversify the landscape, views, and paddling conditions.
Pound River 2019: Landscape is measured by two factors; the diversity of landscape and
diversity of the views. The Pound River is in the Appalachian Plateaus province. This province
is a region of southwest Virginia characterized by rugged terrain dissected by streams.
According to Virginia Whitewater, by H. Roger Corbett:
“The scenery on the Pound River must receive a good to very good rating. In many parts
of the trip, rock cliffs rise vertically from the river; not high cliffs, mind you, but still cliffs.
The dense stands and thickest of mountain laurel, in combination with juniper trees, are
most pleasant to the eye. In places, the river is within a narrow gorge that is barely wide
enough for the road and the river.”
The first studied portion of the Pound is near the river’s origin. Views along this segment are
less than ½ mile and have mountains on either side with lush forested buffers. The
abundance of forest along the shoreline is largely thanks to the presence of the George
Washington and Jefferson National Forest along the river.
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The 9-mile portion of the Pound, from Norland to the campground, is the mid-section of the
river. Views along this segment are less than ½ mile and feature fallen logs, rapids, and rocky
islands. They also offer forested buffers and shade by tree canopy. As mentioned in a
previous section, however, the 9-mile segment also had houses along its banks and other
signs of human development.
Special Features Affecting River Aesthetics The views along the Pound are generally small
and intimate, only reaching a few hundred feet at-a-time. Nevertheless, the river-goer can
expect a variety of experiences along the river. Class 1 and Class 2 rapids are regularly
interspersed with calm waters. In-stream rock formations, cliffs, and small islands provide
navigational interest. Shaded canopy along much of the river provides a respite from the
sun’s rays. Along the journey, the sounds of the river are rippling water and birds singing.
River-goers that reach the Jerry Branch confluence can find the entrance to an underwater
cave. Thus the overall aesthetic score is very high.
Grays River 2019: The evaluation team gave this criterion a moderate score, for having some
diversity of corridor features, and for having a medium range of views (foreground and middle
ground).
Special Features Affecting River Aesthetics: The evaluation team gave this criterion a high
score for overall aesthetic appeal. The views along Grays Creek were short-range, mid-range,
and long-range. Along the way, islands and wetlands provided navigational interest. The lush
tree buffer on the creek’s shores made the watercourse feel remote.
James River 2019: The evaluation team gave this criterion a moderate score for having
moderate diversity of corridor features and vegetation. However, the section from Warren to
Scottsville had a high range of views (background of several miles).
Followed by lengthy description of Virginia’s Piedmont province. Then the following:
The James features rapids, islands, and cliffs, and forested buffers. This portion of the James
also offers some mid-distance views of one mile or less, and long-range view of several miles.
Special Features Affecting River Aesthetics: The evaluation team gave the section between
Warren and Scottsville a high score, and the section between Scottsville and New Canton a
moderate score. The first section has unique or interesting in-stream rock formations,
culturally significant sites, islands, rapids, mature forests, cliffs, special geological features,
and remoteness. Except for the mature forests, the second section also had these features.
Maury River 2019: The 19.3-mile section of the Maury River is in Virginia’s Blue Ridge
province. This province is a narrow zone of Virginia with thin soils, impervious rock, and rapid
movement of water in cracks and fissures. The Maury features rapids, islands, and cliffs, and
is lush with forested buffers. This portion of the Maury also offers some mid-distance views.
Special Features Affecting River Aesthetics: At the headwaters of the Maury River is Goshen
Pass. The 3-mile long mountain gorge is a popular site for swimming, tubing, canoeing,
fishing, and walking along the nearby trails. The site is also known for class II, class III, and
class IV rapids.
Staunton River 2019: The evaluation team gave this criterion a moderate score for having a
low diversity of corridor features; there were few changes in scenery apart from slow, flat
water and forested shores. However, there was a high range of views, including backgrounds
of several miles.
The 11-mile section of the Staunton River is in Virginia’s Piedmont province. According to
DCR (https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural-heritage/va-physiographic-provinces):
“Virginia’s Piedmont Plateau province is a gently rolling upland bounded on the east by the
Fall line and the west by the Blue Ridge Mountains. The western boundary of the Piedmont
is characterized by distinct peaks and ridges, comprising the foothills of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. To the east, the Piedmont continues to slope more gently toward the Fall Line.
The Fall Line marks the zone of transition from the hard, resistant bedrock underlying the
Piedmont to the softer sediments underlying the Coastal Plain. Streams are able to cut
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more easily through the sands, gravels and clays of the Coastal Plain, and rivers widen as
the topography flattens. In the northern part of the State this boundary is sharply delineated
by falls and rapids. From foothills to rapids, these varying site conditions support a mosaic
of plant communities”
The Staunton River’s topography is characteristic of the Piedmont with its forests and gently
rolling hills.
Special Features Affecting River Aesthetics: The evaluation team gave this criterion a
medium-high score for having aesthetic appeal. The 11 miles offered mid- and long-range
views. Along the way, in-stream rock formations, cultural sites, islands, rock outcrops, special
geological features, and remoteness provided navigational interest.

